
   
                           
                                  

 

 And the winners are the “100 Gamers”  
   In an intriguing 20 Twenty match between the Presidents X11 and the 100 Gamers, 

the later achieved revenge for 5 consecutive losses by running out victors with 5 overs 

to spare.   After some stirring words from 100 Gamers Captain Mike Kapiteyn in 

memory of ACC fallen greats, Eric Taylor (100 gamer), David Wells and Carol Prince, the 

scene was set for another epic battle.  Despite the threat of serious injury, the 100 

Gamers couldn’t be denied victory and downed the president’s X11 which boasted 5 

founding ACC Members.  Congratulations to all who took part in the match and those 

who helped to make the day the huge success that it was.  Special thanks to Lorraine 

and Val Steenholdt for their huge effort with the BBQ, Coops for commentary, Jack 

Barendse, Luc Durandt and Chris Chellew for umpiring, and Captains Michael Kapiteyn 

and Len Blakey for their contributions.   

 

 

 

 

 Four of the 5 Founding members to play on Sunday 24Feb, Tim Searson, Ross Tozer, David Turner 

and Chis Cooper.    The 5th Founding member, Rob Adair, is far right hand side of the team shot. 
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Victorious “100 Gamers” Captain Michael Kapiteyn receiving the spoils from Cheesy President Al Field.  

Adrian Hackett and Rob Gaudieri join “100 club” 

Congratulations to ACC legends and all round nice guys Adrian Hackett and Rob 

Gaudieri on recently notching 100 games for ACC.     Well done also to recent 

centurions, Sir Alan Utterson (124) and Sir Scott Curren (143no). 

 

 

 

 

 

       Going Once, Going Twice, SOLD!!  

The ACC Committee wish to thank everyone who contributed 

towards the great success that was this year’s Auction night.  

Special thanks to Bruce Bauer for his outstanding Auctioneer 

work.   Don Pulley was delighted to pick up this picture of   

Queen Elizabeth for only $360.00   What a steal!!  Don also 

desparately wanted this Julia portrait but it was passed in !!  

http://www.zimbio.com/photos/Julia+Gillard/Tony+Greig+Memorial+Service/zXmhsQ85bGX

